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Why people are ready for sharing the rooms? Well, let's be honest, because of the growing
expenditure of living, you cannot manage to live as single. Most people who have just started doing
job can't afford to live by themselves. So as too many individual prefer to share the room with
someone who will lay down their burden. In metro cities like Mumbai, Delhi people come from their
different states to make their careers prefer the flats available for room sharing.

Room sharing has the both merits and demerits. On the positive side you have someone to talk
when you will come back to your office and really you will enjoy the years of living together or your
loneliness is reduce and you can share the rent of flat at the end of the month. You can also share
the basic requirements and needs such as internet and cable since you will both be using them.
Another great thing in having the roommate is one can afford the bigger space to live.

Finally there is someone to share difficulties and responsibilities. This will spilt your other works like
cleaning, cooking and dishwashing. It will save your time and money also.

Room sharing disadvantage are that you have no isolation; means, it may create interference in
your personal life or always having somebody going through all your personal things. You have to
share the bath room, the kitchen, the laundry room and the living room.  If the understanding
between them is not similar than it may creates trouble among them. It will be very hard to live
together for long time. If you don't have the similar lifestyle, likes and dislike then you will get
frustrated with each other very soon. Another issues that individual often face is if one is preparing
for the exam and other one is creating disturbance by turned the television on loud.

Here I talk about all possible advantages and disadvantages of room sharing. It's really essential for
one to clear the all necessary issues before you start living together. To get the best
accommodations details, log on to various Free classified sites.
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